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An annular flume combined with a microscopic system is used to explore local erosion mechanisms of
transparent cohesive beds (yield stress fluids) under shear-induced flowing liquid. The observations at
a microscopic scale for erosion flume experiments are the originality of this work. Our first results reveal
that the deformation and erosion dynamics of bed material mainly depends on its miscible state with the
flume fluid, its structural organization being associated with mechanical properties and the measurement
section. Shear localization within the bed is also observed. Moreover, the erosion rate and the local bed
shear stress can vary with time even for an imposed constant global hydrodynamic flow as they result
from the coupling between the fluid flow and cohesive bed conditions at the bottom. We also try to link
the local resistance to erosion to the local cohesive strength estimated from rheometric microscopic data
for the same sample conditions with homogeneous properties.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In ports and estuaries, cohesive sediments, generally referred to
as muds, are eroded in some areas and accumulated elsewhere
according to hydrodynamic flow conditions controlled by various
natural phenomena (e.g., tide and wind) and human activities
(e.g., navigation). The long-term management of these privileged
environments, such as prediction of perturbation due to climate
change and contaminant dispersion associated with sediment, or
dredging operations for navigation, requires a better understand-
ing of sediment transport and behavior.

Numerical models are developed to simulate the sediment
transport from the scale of the particle to the scale of the estuary
[42,47,50,51,53–56]. It is even now not easy to provide a correct
modeling for the processes related to cohesive materials [47] espe-
cially concerning the erosion of cohesive beds. Sedimentation and
consolidation are processes, in which physical and chemical phe-
nomena appear, leading to the constitution of cohesive bed. Mod-
els based on the Gibson equation [17,48,49] and on two-phase flow
theory [50] have been proposed recently. Nevertheless, they are
still based on the concentration, the permeability and the effective
stress. The modeling of the erosion of a non-cohesive bed was
studied with two-phase models [51–53] by using specific rheology
models. Such a modeling remains to be done for cohesive beds.
This kind of modeling needs to have a better comprehension of
the processes at the local scale. For this purpose, cohesive sediment
must be characterized carefully by means of experimental
approaches.

A major issue of the study of sediment erosion and mechanical
behavior is ascribed to its complex nature which is conditioned by
a lot of factors like bulk density, salinity, organic content, mineral-
ogical components, biological activities and mechanical history [1–
3]. In addition, sediment properties vary spatially across the bed
and temporally on daily to seasonal time scales [4,5]. This demands
even more efforts and attention to study sediment erodibility. In
this context, a large number of instruments for erosion tests, rang-
ing from laboratory to in situ flumes, have gradually been devel-
oped [6–8]. Nevertheless, there still exists a level of uncertainty
for each instrument due to a lack of standards for data interpreta-
tion and measurement methods [7,9] and due to large measure-
ment errors [7]. The section of the sediment bed is generally
designed differently from one flume to another and has an impact
on the data analysis and comparison on account of the quantity of
mobilized sediments [7].

For erosion tests, there are typically two inferred parameters for
a time step test: the bed shear stress induced by hydrodynamic
forces and the erosion rate associated with suspended sediment
concentration. Different erosion thresholds can be identified mac-
roscopically according to sediment erosion dynamics. For instance,
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two thresholds have been defined by [10] and a more complex
scheme related to two erosion modes (Types 1 and 2) has been
reported by [11]. The Type 1, referred to as surface erosion, is firstly
characterized by resuspension of recently deposited flocs, then by
erosion of bed material. This ideally leads to determine two thresh-
olds. The Type 2, known as mass or bulk erosion, corresponds to a
transition to constant and continuous erosion but may represent
catastrophic failure of sediment. As such, it is possible to define
more than one threshold. Experimentally, it is difficult to quantify
this parameter because it relies on the estimation of a ‘‘significant
variation’’ of erosion rate for an increase of bed shear stress. The
appearance of these different processes could be related to
property gradients of a sediment bed (e.g., density and strength)
due to its structural organization. Treated natural sediments and
artificial sediments (e.g., bentonite and kaolinite) have also been
widely studied for laboratory tests [12–14]. Although some param-
eters, like bulk density, can be well controlled for these materials,
their internal structures are still more or less complex, and the
homogeneity of bed properties also depends on the protocol used
for making the bed. In spite of numerous studies on cohesive
sediment erosion, no clear physical description of its mechanisms,
especially the onset of material failure at micro-scale, has been
reported.

Besides the difficulty in deciding on the detection and the mod-
ification of the erosion process, the estimation of bed shear stress is
also delicate and can lie at the origin of variability. The four tech-
niques commonly used to estimate bed shear stress from hydrody-
namic characteristics are the following: current velocity profiles
(Law of the Wall or Log Profile technique), Reynolds stress mea-
surement, Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) measurement and
energy dissipation methods [15]. Kim et al. [16] have critically
reviewed the suitability, assumptions and limits of these methods,
and suggested that the TKE approach is best suited for either in situ
or laboratory experiments.

The matter of the yielding criterion, associated with the transi-
tion between two physical states of material, reminds us of the
‘‘yield stress’’ concept employed in the rheological literature where
the sample is usually assumed to be homogeneous. Yield stress
materials are characterized by a dual behavior consisting of a solid
and a liquid regime. By analogy, the erosion process can be
described as a mechanical destabilization leading to a solid–liquid
transition if the external force is high enough. In natural condi-
tions, this process also includes exchange phenomena at the
mud-water interface that may introduce pore water pressure gra-
dients having repercussions on the failure process of bed material
(drained or undrained failure) [17]. To our knowledge, there are
only a few published papers, such as [10] and [18], describing rela-
tionships between erosion threshold and rheometric yield stress,
which depend on the definitions used to determine both parame-
ters. Typically, the critical shear stress value for erosion of soft
muds is in the 0.1–2 Pa range which seems to be low as it generally
concerns sediment concentrations below 1500 kg/m3. Rheometry
and erosion of sediment have mostly been studied separately. For
the rheometry, a lot of works have focused on macroscopic behav-
ior of sediment [3,19] or attempted to quantify the influence of
some parameters, such as the fine fraction/coarse fraction ratio
[20] and the global particle fraction [21,22], on yielding behavior.

The yield stress and the thixotropy (time-dependent behavior)
are pertinent features of cohesive sediments [19,23] and generally
interrelated [24], but the latter is usually overlooked in erosion
studies. An important consequence of thixotropy is that the mate-
rial exhibits an aging process in its solid regime. Structural organi-
zation evolves with time and consequently controls the shear
stress level capable of breaking it down. A proper comparison
between data of a rheometric and an erosion test can only be made
if the same structural state of the sample is assured for both
situations. In all cases, the initial state of the sample should be as
well controlled as possible [25,26].

Recent studies have given a wide vision of the rheological
behavior of yield stress fluids regardless of their nature (e.g., emul-
sions, gels and cohesive sediments) and physical origin of struc-
tural organization (e.g., steric effects and interactions) [24,27].
Flow homogeneity is a crucial aspect of these materials [28,29].
The solid–liquid transition, defined by a transition time corre-
sponding to the minimum of the deformation rate evolution [30],
or to a homogenous shear steady state [31], depends on the applied
stress. For simple (non-thixotropic) yield stress fluids (e.g., repul-
sive concentrated emulsions and purely aqueous carbopol gels), a
steady homogeneous flow is obtained when applied stress exceeds
the yield stress, in other words all shear rate values can be
explored in the flow regime. Nevertheless, shear banding is not
excluded during a transient regime [31]. For thixotropic yield
stress fluids (e.g., clay suspensions and granular materials), there
exists a critical stress associated with a critical shear rate, below
which, the material cannot attain a homogeneous steady-state
behavior. For an imposed stress higher than the yield stress, the
solid–liquid transition takes place in such a way that the sheared
zone grows with time until it reaches the total volume of the sam-
ple. These observations underline the importance of a local
approach for interpreting or correcting macroscopic data. In addi-
tion, the flow behavior depends on experimental conditions, such
as controlled shear stress or controlled shear rate [19,32]. Thus,
there exists a range of ‘‘apparent’’ data of flow curves, and it is del-
icate to give physical meanings to parameters (e.g., yield stress) of
models describing this apparent domain (e.g., Dual-Bingham and
Worrall–Tuliani models [22]).

For erosion studies, a local approach seems to be mandatory to
investigate eventual heterogeneity of a sediment bed and to cap-
ture the deformation’s evolution during solid–liquid transition
dynamics even prior to the bed’s breaking off. These processes
can be studied quantitatively for tests with or without exchanges
at the bed interface as this aspect could lead to more or less impor-
tant bed perturbations even if there is no flow. If the same
approach is applied to rheometric tests, it is possible to find corre-
lations between both types of experiments via local transition
behavior of reproducible samples, and estimate, in an indirect
way, the bed shear stress value.

In this paper, local processes of cohesive bed in an annular
flume are explored using a particle imaging tracking technique.
Since transparent bed materials are required for this optical tech-
nique, two aqueous materials mimicking cohesive sediments were
specifically prepared so as to obtain close yield stress values and
different thixotropic levels. This allows us to quantify the influence
of these parameters on the erosion behavior. Exchange phenomena
at the bottom are considered by using three kinds of driving liquid
which are miscible or not with the two aqueous bed materials. The
effect of measurement section is also explored. In the end, results
of these tests are discussed and some of them are correlated with
those of local observations during rheometric creep tests.
2. Materials

2.1. Bed materials

Two transparent model systems were prepared using two well-
known commercial rheology modifiers, namely, carbopol Ultrez 21
(Noveon) and laponite RD (Rockwood Additives). Carbopol is a
polymer elaborated from cross-linked linear polyacrylic acid
chains and usually used as a thickener [25]. It is delivered in the
form of more or less agglomerated and polydisperse particles with
the typical size of roughly a few microns [41]. An acid dispersion is



Fig. 1. Flow curves of the two gels obtained by using controlled-stress linear ramp
tests.

Table 1
Characteristic parameters obtained with creep experiments for the two gels [3].

Gel a (s) b (Pa) smin (Pa)

Carbopol 0.021 195.5 16
Laponite–carbopol 0.001 195.5 14
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obtained when the resin is mixed with pure water. Adding an
appropriate quantity of a suitable base leads to elaborate a neutral-
ized gel which is the result of the assembly of microgels filled with
solvent [25]. This structure is inhomogeneous at microscopic scale.
Depending on carbopol concentration, microgels occupy more or
less space and could not be totally swollen [33], which thus leads
to a high or a low yield stress value. Carbopol gels are generally
known as simple yield stress fluids [29]. Laponite is synthetic clay
having similar composition and structure to natural hectorite of
the smectic group [34,35]. It is delivered in the form of white col-
loidal particles with a thickness of 1 nm and a diameter of 25 nm
[34]. By varying a few parameters, such as concentration and ionic
strength, the laponite suspension can be turned into different
states like Newtonian liquid, viscoelastic gel or elastic solid [36].

The first model material was an aqueous carbopol gel. It was
prepared by dispersing carbopol powder (0.3 wt.%) in ultrapure
water (Chromasolv 34877, Sigma Aldrich) (14.45 wt.%) using a
magnetic stirrer (at 500 rpm for 20 min). Then, glycerol (VWR
International) (85 wt.%) was added into the mixture and stirred
at 1100 rpm for 20 min. This component was used to increase
the density and refractive index of the system required for future
works on gel–PMMA beads systems in an attempt to mimic cohe-
sive sediment–sand mixtures. After a rest time of 20 min, allowing
carbopol particles to hydrate and swell freely in the solution, the
system was neutralized by adding triethanolamine (Fluka 90280,
Sigma Aldrich) (0.25 wt.%) and mixing manually with a metal spat-
ula until the gel became visibly homogeneous (about 20–30 min).
In order to limit aging effects and obtain reproducible properties,
the gel was homogenized the following day using a dispersing
machine (Ultra-Turrax) (at 11,000 rpm for 2 min). Then, a centrifu-
gal process was executed (at 5000 rpm for 20 min) in order to
expel air bubbles. Finally, a carbopol gel (pH � 7) with a density
of 1223 kg/m3 and a refractive index of 1.446 was obtained.

The second model material was an aqueous mixed laponite–
carbopol gel. At first, a water–laponite dispersion at 2 wt.%, and a
water–NaCl (S/3160/53, Fisher Scientific) solution at 2 � 10�3

mol/l, with an equal volume, were prepared separately, then left
hydrated for one day before entirely mixing together to achieve a
new system at 1 wt.% and 10�3 mol/l. Then a carbopol gel at
0.3 wt.% was prepared using the above protocol up to the homog-
enizing step. After two days, the mixed system (45.9 wt.%), the car-
bopol gel (39.1 wt.%) and glycerol (15 wt.%) were dispersed at
11,000 rpm for 2 min. After completing the centrifugal process
(at 5000 rpm for 3 min), a mixed laponite–carbopol gel
(pH � 7.8) with a density of 1153 kg/m3 and a refractive index of
1.392 was achieved.

Both transparent gels were seeded with dried melamine parti-
cles (2.81 ± 0.14 lm diameter, Granuloshop) at a very low concen-
tration of 1000 particles/mm3 which does not affect the material
properties. These particles will be later tracked in order to probe
local deformation/flow of the material.

The flow behaviors of these two transparent materials were
characterized by means of a controlled-stress rheometer (Rheo-
Scope1, Thermo Fisher Scientific) equipped with a rough plate/
plate geometry of 28 mm diameter. The apparent gap was fixed
at 1 mm. The initial state of the sample was controlled by a cyclic
preshear at a constant shear rate of 1 s�1 for 90 s followed by a rest
time of 120 s. By using controlled-stress linear ramp tests with a
sweep rate of 0.067 Pa/s, we obtain the flow curves characterizing
shear-thinning and visco-plastic behaviors (Fig. 1). For low shear
rate values (<0.005 s�1), the upward flow curves of both gels are
superimposed. This apparently suggests that both materials pres-
ent similar elastic solid responses and close yield stress values
(�16 Pa). It should be reminded that the part of the flow curve
around the yielding transition depends on the sweep rate of
applied stress [37]. Creep experiments for the same two gels [3]
have revealed that the transition time leading to flow regime could
be defined for a stress range with a minimal value smin, and evolves
exponentially with the inverse of shear stress: tc = a.exp(b/s). This
relationship is also obtained for other yield stress fluids [30]. The
values of a, b and smin for the two gels are shown in Table 1. The
laponite–carbopol gel presents a slightly lower yielding value
and a more brittle behavior (smaller a value). This observation is
consistent with the presence of a larger shear stress plateau of
the upward flow curve above the yield stress. Local observations
have proved that shear localization occurs in this regime [38]. Such
feature seems to be a hallmark of time-dependent materials
[28,29].

The hysteresis loop of flow curves is a characteristic of time-
dependent material which strongly depends on their flow history.
Both solid–liquid and liquid–solid transitions, leading to define
respectively the static and the dynamic yield stress [23], can be
defined. The static yield stress increases with rest time whereas
the dynamic yield stress corresponds to the lowest stress value
that can be reached in a homogeneous steady-state flow. Fig. 1
reveals that the thixotropy exists for both materials and is much
more pronounced for the system containing clay particles (larger
hysteresis loop). Since it is accepted that purely aqueous carbopol
gels are simple yield stress fluids [25,29], the peculiar weak thixot-
ropy of our carbopol gel could be ascribed to the presence of glyc-
erol. Furthermore, we checked that the values of the elastic
modulus G0 and the viscous modulus G00 of the laponite–carbopol
gel (50 Pa and 7 Pa) are smaller than those of the carbopol gel
(90 Pa and 35 Pa).

It is obvious that both systems, made mainly of polymer mole-
cules, still cannot represent real cohesive sediments in terms of the
internal structures which control the resistance to erosion. How-
ever, it has been shown that the rheological behaviors (i.e., flow
behaviors, solid–liquid transition and aging dynamics) of both
materials are similar to the ones of some cohesive sediment [3].
Moreover, their transparent feature enables us to use an optical
technique to analyze the local processes from the deformation to
the erosion step, which makes it possible to identify better the
onset of erosion.
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2.2. Flume fluids

Three different kinds of driving fluid including tap water–
glycerol solution (87.5 wt.%–12.5 wt.%), commercial white spirit
(Notilia) and white spirit–paraffin oil (Sigma Aldrich) solution
(50 wt.%–50 wt.%) were used. Afterwards, these three Newtonian
fluids will be designated as W-G, WS and WS-PO, respectively.
Their density q and kinematic viscosity t values at 19 �C are shown
in Table 2. For the sake of velocity measurement using Particle
Image Velocimetry (P.I.V.), all the fluids were seeded with hollow
glass particles (10 lm diameter, Dantec Dynamics). Amongst
the three fluids, only the W-G system is miscible with the above
formulated aqueous gels.
3. Erosion experiments

3.1. Experimental system

The erosion experiments were conducted using a system con-
sisting of a PMMA mini annular flume, a P.I.V. system (LaVision)
and a microscopic device (RheoScope1, Thermo Fisher Scientific)
(Fig. 2a). Annular flumes are considered as systems capable of
reproducing flow conditions that are comparable to those experi-
enced by sediments under calm, wave-free condition in estuarine
environment [15].

The flume has a circular channel with an inner radius of
114.5 mm and a width of 35 mm. The flow within the flume is gen-
erated by the rotation of the top ring controlled by setting the tor-
que shaft value (Rheoscope 1). The depth of the fluid near the outer
wall is 62.5 mm. The inclination of the surface of the ring in contact
with the fluid was designed to obtain a constant shear velocity in
the laminar regime. The aluminum bottom plate of the flume is
horizontal and contains a shallow channel (2 mm depth and
37 mm width) to be filled with sediment alone (total section bed,
Fig. 2b) or sediment together with a series of solid plates (partial
section bed, Fig. 2c). Our experimental system is similar to the
one reported in [39] but the range of the ring rotating speed of
our system (8–19 rad/s) is nearly 4 times lower.

The microscopic device (lens 5X, magnification fac-
tor = 1.193 lm/pixel) underneath the flume was used to record ser-
ies of images of a sediment volume (764 lm � 573 lm � 60 lm)
during the tests (zone 1). The position of the focused zone could
be adjusted during the test. It was thus possible to track the evolu-
tion of bed thickness due to erosion. The image acquisition fre-
quency was adjusted according to tracer particle dynamics
(typically, 4 image/s for the first period of 300 s and 0.1 image/s
for the rest). The ImageJ software and the associated Particle Detec-
tor & Tracker plug-in [40] were employed to exploit series of images
in order to determine temporal 2D coordinates of tracer particles
required for analyzing local dynamics of transparent cohesive
bed. The same microscopic device and particle tracking technique
were also used to study the local behavior of the same materials
within parallel plates for rheometric experiments [38].

2D Velocity field of fluid nearby the bed was measured using
the P.I.V. system (zone 2). Two 45� inclined mirrors enable us to
adjust the position of the horizontal laser sheet. The CCD camera
was fixed vertically above the flume to capture, at each pulsation,
Table 2
Density and kinematic viscosity values of the three driving fluids at 19 �C.

Driving fluid q (kg/m3) t (m2/s)

W-G 1021 1.54 10�6

WS 770 1.50 10�6

WS-PO 821 7.50 10�6
images (54 mm � 41 mm) of the illuminated fluid layer. Five visu-
alization planes at different heights above the bed (zf = 0.3; 1.88;
3.45; 5.02 and 6.60 mm) were fixed for velocity measurements.
For each plane, 510 pairs of image were recorded. The acquisition
was started after 10 min from the start-up which ensure a steady-
state turbulent regime (Fig. 3). The number of recorded images is
large enough to provide significant statistical data of velocity
parameters including the average and the RMS. The velocity fields
in the Cartesian coordinates (ux, uy) calculated by the Davis soft-
ware (multipass intercorrelation algorithm with a ‘‘nil velocities’’
mask for the solid parts) were used to be interpolated on a regular
polar mesh with the origin at the rotation center of the flume. This
allows us to obtain the velocity fields in the Polar coordinates (ur,
uh) where the component uh corresponds to the principal direction
of the flow. This procedure was conducted using a code written in
Scilab software.

3.2. Protocol

Two sediment sections (TS and PS) with the same thickness of
about 2 mm but different forms and sizes were taken into account
(Fig. 2b and c). Concerning the TS type, the whole shallow channel
of the bottom plate was first covered with sand paper (roughness
of the order of 35 lm) to avoid the wall slip then filled with the
sediment. As for the PS type, the shallow channel was filled with
a series of smooth rigid solid plates, knowing that one of them
was cored circularly for pouring the sample.

As the material behavior is mechanically affected during the
loading into the cell, a shearing step was applied in order to control
the initial state of the sample as much as possible. For the TS type,
the sample was sheared using a smooth rigid disc by moving it
clockwise and then counterclockwise at a rate of ±1 rpm for
300 s. For the PS type, the preshear consisted in scraping the sedi-
ment surface radially then tangentially (one time for each). After
this conditioning step, the inner solid cylinder and the outer hol-
low box were coaxially assembled on the bottom plate to form
the annular flume. Then, the channel was filled slowly and care-
fully in order to minimize bed disturbances, especially around
the zones 1 and 2. As the set up time after shearing until experi-
ment start up was fixed, a reproducible initial state of bed material
was to be obtained.

The temperature of the room, where all the samples were
stocked and the measurements were carried out, was maintained
at 17 ± 0.15 �C.

Since we have two bed materials, three kinds of fluid and two
bed sections, many experiments could be conducted to investigate
various effects on the erosion (Table 3). The tests with exchanges at
the bed interface (i.e., when W-G system which is miscible with
bed materials is used) are more relevant for natural conditions.
For the tests with the immiscible fluids, the homogeneity of the
bed material is preserved and only drag and interfacial forces
induce bed deformation. If we think of natural conditions, these
tests can be related to a much consolidated bed because the
mechanical strength of the bed is very high. Moreover, the non-
exchanges between the bed material and the fluid which keeps
the initial bed properties unchanged allow us to better analyze
the influence of different parameters (i.e., thixotropy, bed section,
turbulent regime and fluid viscosity) on the erosion. Thus, they
allow a complementary approach of erosion phenomena which
has not yet been examined, and of multi-fluid flows which has
received more attention (such as visco-plastic lubrication
[44,45]). In natural conditions, the total sediment section can rep-
resent the case that the sediment bed has the same properties
under a flow condition, whereas the partial bed section can be con-
sidered as a mixture between a non erodible and an erodible sed-
iment bed. The main reason that we investigate these two different



Fig. 2. (a) Schematic system for erosion flume tests, (b) and (c) TS (total section, 30700 mm2) and PS (partial section, 385 mm2) sediment beds, respectively. The length unit
used is mm. The zones 1 and 2 are where local sediment dynamics and driving fluid flow are studied, respectively.

Fig. 3. Temporal evolutions of the ring rotating speed for different driving liquids
and applied torques. In the steady-state turbulent regime, the Reynolds number is
around 14,700 for the WS-PO (0.096 N.m), 73,900 for the WS (0.062 N.m), 32,800
for the WS (0.027 N.m) and 32,200 for the W-G (0.027 N.m). In the laminar regime,
the Reynolds numbers for all the tests are smaller than 2000.
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sections is that we use the same erosion flume which allows a
more reasonable comparison between sections. It also allows us
to see how the effect of the design of measurement section has
on the experimental results can be. This point is important because
Table 3
Experiments.

Test Exchanges at the bed interface Fluid

1 Yes W-G
2 Yes W-G
3 Yes W-G
4 Yes W-G
5 No WS
6 No WS
7 No WS-PO
8 No WS-PO
9 No WS-PO
10 No WS-PO
many erosion flumes were developed with different bed sections
and measurement techniques, which makes it difficult to compare
the results between them as there may exist a level of uncertainty
for each instrument.

Each test was carried out by applying a constant torque with
time. The temporal evolutions of the ring rotating speed X for dif-
ferent cases are illustrated in Fig. 3. The WS was used for the tests
with the PS carbopol bed while the W-G and WS-PO systems were
employed for the tests with the two gels and the two types of bed
section. We checked that X does not depend on the type of the bed.
During the first 3 s, we observe almost the same evolution for all
the tests. After that, the rotating speed increases more or less shar-
ply depending on the imposed torque before stabilizing after about
20 s for the two highest torque values and 30 s for the lowest tor-
que value. Basing ourselves on the Reynolds numbers determined
from X values and ring radius, we can distinguish different flow
regimes developing during the tests as illustrated. We will later
show that these regimes are related to local sediment dynamics.
3.3. Radial position for local observations of transparent cohesive bed

Since this study aims at having a broad view of local processes
of cohesive bed, only one zone was focused on. This zone should
present the maximal bed shear stress which could be identified
Re Bed section Bed material

32,200 TS Carbopol
32,200 PS Carbopol
32,200 TS Laponite–Carbopol
32,200 PS Laponite–Carbopol
32,800 PS Carbopol
73,900 PS Carbopol
14,700 PS Carbopol
14,700 TS Carbopol
14,700 PS Laponite–Carbopol
14,700 TS Laponite–Carbopol



Fig. 5. Particle dynamics within a fixed visualization window during early periods:
(a) TS carbopol bed, (b) TS laponite–carbopol bed. The size of each image is
143.14 lm � 238.60 lm. The total durations from t1 to t5 and t01 to t05 are
respectively 340 s and 34 s. All the particles in the frames are immediately pulled
up from the bed just after the instants t5 and t05.

Fig. 6. Particle trajectories during early periods of four different tests: (a1) TS and
(a2) PS carbopol beds, (b1) TS and (b2) PS laponite–carbopol beds. The durations of
the four particle trajectories (a1, a2, b1 and b2) are respectively 784 s, 456 s, 197 s
and 138 s. The particles are immediately pulled up from the bottom just after these
moments. The arrow indicates the principal direction of the current at the
visualization scale. The origin (o) of each particle is fixed arbitrarily.
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from the velocity field of flume fluid near the bed. Thus, its radial
position rf had to be fixed. Since our main objective is not to char-
acterize hydrodynamic flow which is complex due to the annular
form, we opt to analyze only the average tangential and radial
velocity.

Fig. 4 illustrates the results of the tests without bed material
erosion, thus no flow disturbances due to matter in suspension
or bed interface changes. The maximum velocities appear in the
135–145 mm radial position range. The two tests with the WS-
PO (Re3) present the highest maximum tangential velocity. They
are close to the ones for the WS (Re2) experiment as ring rotating
speed is the same (18 rad/s). Nevertheless, the flow situations
(mainly close to the walls) observed in the vicinity of the bottom
clearly depend on the interaction between fluid and bed character-
istics (section, material). As maximum tangential velocity corre-
spond to different radial position range, we decided to
investigate local dynamics of cohesive bed at rf = 139.5 mm where
both velocity component will contribute to an important bottom
shear stress.

3.4. Bed shear stress

With our current experimental set-up, we cannot estimate the
bed shear stress from the shear velocity (law of the wall approach)
because we checked that the spatial resolution imposed by the
laser sheet thickness (PIV) is not sufficient. Since the fluctuating
vertical component of velocity was not measured, the turbulent
kinetic energy method could not be used either. Finally, we opt
to estimate the local bed shear stress in an indirect way by com-
paring local deformation rate between flume measurements and
rheometric creep tests. This correlation will be presented in the
Section 4.3.

4. Results

4.1. Experiments with exchanges at bed interface

For all the tests presented in this part (Re = 32,200), the W-G
solution, which is miscible with the two bed materials, was
employed. For each test, the horizontal visualization window was
located at rf = 139.5 mm and close to the bed surface. In order to
observe the evolution of local bed thickness, the vertical position
was adapted according to the erosion with time.

Two series of images, showing local structure evolution of the
TS carbopol bed and the TS laponite–carbopol bed during early
periods of the tests, are presented in Fig. 5. At this scale, we see
Fig. 4. Tangential velocity profiles at zf = 0.30 mm for different experimental
conditions (Re1 = 32,800, Re2 = 73,900, Re3 = 14,700, bed1 = PS carbopol bed,
bed2 = TS carbopol bed, and bed3 = TS laponite–carbopol bed). The inner and outer
walls of the flume are located at rf = 114.5 mm and 149.5 mm, respectively.
that the bed surface presents a clustered organization. During a
first short period, similar processes are observed for the same
bed material irrespective of its section. The tracers trapped in a
cluster become more and more blurred with time due to modifica-
tions of bed material properties by interaction with the liquid. For
the carbopol gel (Fig. 5a), it does not seem that all the tracers
migrate remarkably before they are individually pulled up and
transported by the current. Thus microstructures at the bed surface
are eroded more directly and continuously in a similar way to
‘‘stripping’’. For the mixed gel (Fig. 5b), the erosion is much faster.
The stripping process also exists but another one described as
‘‘cluster fragmentation’’ dominate. Collective displacement of trac-
ers reveals the separation and deformation of a cluster which is
then pulled up and transported by the current (i.e., rupture of
inter-cluster bonds). The average size of the clusters is about
75 lm. The presence of the laponite clay in the system is at the
main origin of aggregate formation as this phenomenon does not
occur for the pure carbopol gel. In addition to these two processes,
‘‘mass erosion’’ was also observed at the final step of this test as the
final layer of the bed with a thickness of about 0.6 mm was brutally
eroded (see Fig. 7 for the temporal evolution of the bed thickness).
Thus, erosion mechanisms, which cannot be clearly seen macro-
scopically, mainly depend on structural organization of the bed.
The presence of various erosion processes suggests that there



Fig. 8. Particle trajectories during three different tests with the same PS carbopol
bed: (a) WS at Re = 32800, (b) WS at Re = 73,900 and (c) WS-PO at Re = 14,700. The
durations of the creep and the recovery step of these tests are respectively 10300 s
& 1900 s, 10300 s & 200 s and 5700 s & 3500 s. The dotted frames present the data
obtained during the first 300 s of the tests, for which the recording rate is 4 image/s.
After that, the recording rate is 0.1 image/s. The arrow indicates the principal
direction of the current at the visualization scale. The origin (o) of each particle is
fixed arbitrarily.
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exists more than one threshold as similarly reported elsewhere
[10,11] for natural sediments. Moreover, the rapid erosion high-
lights that the bottom shear stress is much greater than the local
strength of the bed.

In order to quantify local dynamics of cohesive bed before
failure occurs, it is interesting to analyze particle trajectories
reconstructed from series of images recorded during early periods
of four tests with different materials (carbopol and laponite–
carbopol gels) and bed sections (PS and TS beds). For each test, only
the data of one selected tracer are discussed (Fig. 6). The particle
trajectories within the two carbopol beds look similar but their
sizes are different. At first, the particle moves in a similar direction
as the current but seems to slow down with time. Then, it displaces
randomly around a principal path, deviated from the previous
direction towards the inner wall of the flume, before brutally
taking off from the bed by the flow. The particle random
displacements before the break-off are associated with the elastic
response of the carbopol gel under the external forcing and struc-
tural modifications due to the miscibility with the flume fluid.
Regarding the laponite–carbopol gel, particle dynamics are faster
and more complex. Hence, the presented particle trajectories are
not so typical since they can be completely different from one
place to another as seen in Fig. 6b. For the TS bed, particle motions
during the very first period are similar to what observed in the
carbopol beds. After that, the particle displaces more regularly in
a specific direction then in another one parallel to the current
(cluster formation and deformation induced by the current) before
it is eroded brutally. For the PS bed, the modification of bed surface
structures due to their early exchanges with the fluid did not allow
us to observe direct particle displacements during the very first
time of the test. However, the recorded data show that the particle
migrates randomly and strongly in an area, than in another one
before displacing in the same direction as the current. Providing
the difference of the durations of particle dynamics for the four
tests, the erosion is more critical for the PS bed and for the
laponite–carbopol gel.

As gradual erosion of the material implies the adjustment of the
focus at the top of the bed with time, we can use this value to
assess the temporal evolutions of the bed thickness ef and the ero-
sion rate E (Fig. 7). Indeed, disturbances at the bed interface took
place during the filling of the flume with W-G solution and at rest
until flow start up. As such, the first vertical position of the first
observation zone at t = 0 s does not correspond to the localization
of bed interface which is diffuse. This effect is more important
for a flume section totally filled with gel.

In Fig. 7, we observe that each evolution of the bed thickness
exhibits at least two steps. The first one, characterized by a slight
decrease of the bed thickness with time, corresponds to the erosion
Fig. 7. Temporal evolution of the bed thickness.
process of the initial bed layer shown in Figs. 5 and 6. For the
second one, the thickness reduces more rapidly and almost
regularly with time. We found that erosion mechanisms during
these two stages are similar although the erosion rates are differ-
ent. The third stage only occurs for the laponite–carbopol gel. This
specific process, corresponding to the brutal removal of the whole
remaining bed (i.e., ef � 0.65 mm and 1.1 mm for the TS and PS
laponite–carbopol beds, respectively), is described as mass erosion.
The duration of the total erosion is longer for the carbopol gel than
for the mixed gel and for the TS bed than for the PS bed. Thus, the
erosion does not only depend on apparent hydrodynamic flow
conditions but also on the nature and topography of the cohesive
bed. In other words, the bed conditions and fluid situations are
interdependent.

By supposing that the cohesive bed thickness in the section
uniformly evolves with time, standardized erosion rate could be
estimated by considering:

E ¼ �q
ef ðtÞ � ef ðt0Þ

t � t0
ð4Þ

where ef(t) is the local bed thickness at time t, and ef(t0) is the initial
local bed thickness at time t0. Since the erosion rate is correlated to
the bed thickness, it is not important to present its evolution. How-
ever, we checked that the erosion rate values are of the same order
of magnitude as those reported for some erosion tests with concen-
tration measurements [7]. Fig. 7 also underlines the importance of
the duration of mechanical solicitation. In addition, the decision
on the occurrence of erosion by traditionally basing on the estima-
tion of a significant increase of the erosion rate for an increase of the
bed shear stress seems to be tricky as local processes of sediment
could already take place earlier. In many erosion flume tests, ero-
sion rate is based on measurements of concentration at some dis-
tance above the bed, while the first eroded particles remain loose
on the bed (like our gels) and are transported as bed load and
remain undetected by the concentration probe.

4.2. Experiments without exchanges at bed interface

By using water-immiscible driving fluids (WS and WS-PO), the
bed intrinsic properties remain unchanged and the bed thickness
remains constant (ef � 2 mm, practically) before flow start-up. No
mass exchanges inside the bed occur during the test. The local
observation zone is located at rf = 139.5 mm and zf = 1.9 mm (about
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0.1 mm below the bed surface owing to technical limits of the
microscope).

4.2.1. Effects of fluid characteristics
In order to investigate the effects of turbulent regime and vis-

cosity of the driving liquid, we performed three tests using the
same PS carbopol bed and different fluid flow conditions: (a) WS
at Re = 32800, (b) WS at Re = 73900 and (c) WS-PO at Re = 14700.
For each test, we examine the local response of the cohesive bed
during the rotation of the top ring (creep step), and continuously
after it is stopped (recovery step).

For all these situations, we checked that all particle trajectories
observed simultaneously in a fixed visualization window are
mostly very similar. The typical particle trajectories obtained at
the same location for the three tests are illustrated in Fig. 8. Over-
all, particle motions during the first period of each test, associated
with the turbulent flow regime onset, are very similar to those
shown earlier when the W-G system was employed as fluid. Then,
the particle migrates randomly and very quickly around each posi-
tion while it advances slowly in a principal direction. Such dynam-
ics are due to the coupling between the mechanical strength of bed
material and the fluctuating component of bottom shear stress. For
both tests with the WS, the particle displacement becomes mostly
transverse to the current after a certain time. On the other hand,
the particle naturally moves over a longer distance when the Rey-
nolds number is higher. Since the bed shear stress also is propor-
tional to the viscosity of driving fluid, the particle displacement
induced by the WS-PO system, which is more viscous than the
WS (i.e., smaller Reynolds number for the same flow velocity), is
greater. Nonetheless, no material is eroded for these tests although
the induced current is much more powerful than the one generated
during the previous tests with the water-miscible fluid. This
implies that the bed shear stress is smaller than the yield stress
of the cohesive bed and only able to deform it elastically.

During the recovery step, the particle immediately move back-
wards, in a direction parallel to the one tracked during the shearing
Fig. 9. (a) Temporal evolution of the particle displacement from its initial position
during the creep and recovery steps, (b) non dimensional particle displacement
profiles during the creep step.
(creep) step, due to the elasticity of bed material. At first, it moves
very fast then progressively slows down without any random
dynamics. The further the particle displaces during the creep step,
the further it goes back during the recovery step. However, it does
not seem that the particle could reach its initial position, which
indicates that some damage (i.e., micro-cracks) is caused to the
bed structure (soil skeleton).

As particle motions probe the local strain of the material during
these tests, it is worth quantifying it.

Fig. 9a presents the temporal evolutions of the particle displace-

ment compared to its initial position (Dr ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxi � x0Þ2 þ ðyi � y0Þ

2
q

where (x0, y0) and (xi, yi) are respectively the coordinates of parti-
cle’s positions at the initial time t0 and the time ti) which corre-
sponds to a creep/recovery curve. In order to limit fluctuant
values due to particle random motions, only the data with the con-
dition of Dr(ti) > Dr(ti-1) are plotted. Each profile depicts globally
four phases during the shearing step. The first and third phases
are respectively characterized by a rapid and a slow increase of
the displacement with time (power law evolutions) while the sec-
ond is the transitional phase between them. These phases seem to
be typical for all the tests and advocate the viscoelastic behavior of
bed material under shear. The first two phases are related to the
flow onset regime, consisting of laminar and transitional phases,
near the bottom of the flume. As such, the total duration of these
two phases (�20 s for the WS-PO, 30 s and 40 s for the WS at the
higher and the lower Re, respectively) is considered as the charac-
teristic time of flow onset tco as it is also close to what observed on
the evolutions of the ring rotation speed (Fig. 3). It takes more time
for the WS to have a steady state flow regime at the bottom com-
pared to the more viscous WS-PO. For each test with the WS, the
last phase is materialized by a plateau of Dr related to the change
of particle direction starting at about 2000 s and 4000 s for the
lower and the higher Re, respectively. These are signs of material
aging behavior in elastic domain under small bed shear stress,
i.e., the viscosity increases in time [46]. For the test with the WS-
PO, the particle displacement increases slightly sharper during
the final phase starting at about 2500 s. This could correspond to
the start up of the solid–liquid transition of the gel. During the
recovery step, the same phenomenon occurs for all the tests as
the displacement decreases drastically during the first short period
then much more slowly. The duration is too short to estimate the
strain recovery ratio. Similar trends have also been observed in
rheometric studies for a kaolin suspension and carbopol gels at
various concentrations [41]. The distribution of bonding strength
influences creep and recovery responses, and implies a clear dis-
tinction in viscoelastic behavior between solid and fluid states.

The non dimensional evolutions of the particle displacement
shown in Fig. 9b are obtained by using the coordinates of the inter-
section point (tc, Drc) between the two lines extrapolated from the
first and the third phase of each profile in Fig. 9a. The characteristic
time tc is thus smaller than tco. Overall, all the curves are well
superimposed until a certain time, which reveals similar response
of the bed material under different flow conditions. After that, the
dimensionless displacement either increases slightly stronger (test
with the WS-PO) or remains constant (tests with the WS) accord-
ing to the competition between the local shear stress and the
mechanical strength of the sample.
4.2.2. Effects of bed characteristics
Four creep tests with the same fluid flow condition (WS-PO at

Re = 14,700) and different bed characteristics (TS and PS carbopol
beds, TS and PS laponite–carbopol beds) were carried out in order
to investigate their effects on the erosion behavior.

First of all, careful visual observations during all the experi-
ments lead to a first macroscopic description of cohesive bed



Fig. 10. Principal evolutions of PS cohesive beds (top view): steps 1–2 for the carbopol gel (t = 9200 s), steps 1–4 for the laponite–carbopol gel (t = 8500 s).
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evolution. Concerning the TS carbopol and laponite–carbopol beds,
no specific manifestations occurred besides vibratory motions of
bed surface for an observation time of more than 5000 s. Such
dynamics were stronger for the laponite–carbopol system. Thus,
the bottom shear stress induced by the current was only able to
deform both cohesive beds elastically at different levels. But the
deformation in the whole bed section is not uniform as it depends
on the distribution of bottom shear stress.

In contrast, strong destabilizing phenomena were observed for
the PS-type beds (Fig. 10). Bed structures, which were initially sta-
ble (step 1), started to vibrate under the influence of the turbulent
flow before flowing (solid–liquid transition process) in some zones.
At the end of the test with the PS carbopol bed (t = 9200 s), a small
quantity of the gel was found on the edge of the solid plate in the
downstream part of the circular section (step 2). It seems that this
lump of gel slides over the wall of the solid plate from a high veloc-
ity region towards the inner wall of the flume before climbing and
staying on the plate. That said the bottom shear stress in that zone,
resulting from the coupling between hydrodynamic flow and bed
geometry, slightly exceeds the mechanical strength of the bed.
The affected zone is still far from the local visualization point at
rf = 139.5 mm marked by the ‘‘plus’’ symbol in Fig. 10. For the PS
laponite–carbopol bed, more remarkable processes are observed
and confirm that this material is more sensitive to destabilization
than the carbopol gel. The second step appears much earlier and
the stretched piece of gel is detached from the bed and transported
by the current as well (step 3) at t < 1000 s. This means that the vis-
cosity decreases with time under shear (thixotropy effect [24]) and
causes an acceleration of the gel flow. The eroded material is trans-
ported as bed load near the inner wall as its density (1153 kg/m3)
is greater than the one of the WS-PO (821 kg/m3). Indeed, this ele-
ment must, in return, modify flow structures near the bottom.
Other fractions of the gel are eroded one after another in this sim-
ilar way. Then, these pieces of gel, flowing at different speeds due
to their different weights, coalesce to form a bigger one (step 4).
After about 4200 s, the material remaining in the circular section
does not evolve anymore and the region where the gel is eroded
is crescent-shaped. It seems that the remaining gel in the well is
blocked by the arc wall of the solid plate as the bed shear stress
in that zone is not high enough. These are signs of shear localiza-
tion within the sample. In summary, there exists a clear scenario
of erosion mechanisms once the bed shear stress exceeds the
Fig. 11. Temporal evolution of the thickness of the PS laponite–carbopol bed at
rf = 139.5 mm.
cohesive bed strength. The effects of bed characteristics are also
revealed as the erosion is more critical for the laponite–carbopol
gel and the PS-type bed. Since the mixed gel exhibits a more pro-
nounced thixotropy, it is likely that this feature, due to organiza-
tion and interaction between structural elements, plays a
destabilizing role.

An attention should be paid to the test with the PS laponite–car-
bopol bed since solid–liquid transition processes also occur in the
local visualization zone. Thus, it is interesting to analyze the tem-
poral evolution of the bed thickness at this position. Fig. 11 shows
that the bed thickness decreases slightly during the first period of
about 1400 s, then sharply before slowing down with time. It
attains a value of less than 0.1 mm at 4200 s. After that, it does
not evolve anymore as the shear stress becomes weaker than the
material strength. This observation also suggests that the shear
stress decreases with depth inside the circular section.

In order to get a better understanding of material dynamics
until failure occurs, we should focus on the data at the microscopic
scale. For the PS laponite–carbopol bed, many tracer particles enter
and leave the visualization window consecutively with time as the
material flows. In this case, a series of particle trajectories with
time are selected and connected together in order to get significant
information for analyzing the solid–liquid transition behavior. For
all the four tests, particle trajectories are globally similar to the tra-
jectory (c) presented in Fig. 8. Results are directly analyzed via the
evolution of particle displacement Dr with time (Fig. 12).

Once again, the flow onset regime leads to the same Dr evolution
(Fig. 12a). Since the tests refer to same flow conditions
(WS-PO at Re = 14,700) the characteristic time of this step is about
constant (tco � 20 s) but local responses of bed material are differ-
ent as presumed macroscopically. Displacements are more impor-
tant when flume test section occupied by the carbopol gel is
partial, and in all cases for laponite–carbopol gel which is easily dis-
turbed for these conditions. The particle displacement during the
steady-state flow regime increases as a power law of time until
the end of the test (phase 3). However for carbopol gel, Dr values
are about 3 times smaller for the TS bed gel than those for the PS
bed. For the later, there even exists a slight acceleration of particle
displacement from 2500 s (phase 4). Thus, the gel placed in the
confined circular section is deformed stronger in the elastic domain.
In contrast, for the PS laponite–carbopol bed, the curve is more spe-
cific and highlights the transition from a solid-like to a liquid-like
state as the displacement increases sharply (phase 4), although
not regularly, just after about 30 s. Furthermore, the Dr value at
t = 1300 s is up to 8 mm which is over 20 times greater than those
for the other three tests. From the physical point of view, the mate-
rial in the observation zone starts to flow shortly after the flow
regime is developed, but its velocity is not constant. Thus, the
mixed gel is more sensitive to erosion than the carbopol gel, espe-
cially, when it is placed in the confined circular section. These local
data are consistent with the macroscopic visual observations.

The dimensionless particle displacement profiles illustrated in
Fig. 12b are obtained by using the corresponding characteristic
coordinates (tc, Drc). All the data collapse onto a single master
curve during the first period of about 20 s. This apparently under-
lines the same local dynamics in the elastic domain of cohesive
bed. The profile of the test with the PS laponite–carbopol bed is



Fig. 12. (a) Temporal evolution of the particle displacement compared to its initial
position during the creep step, (b) non dimensional particle displacement profiles
during the creep step.

Fig. 13. Experimental configuration for rheometric creep tests in [38]: plate–plate
geometry and local observation point at r = 8.60 mm and z = 0.62 mm.

Fig. 14. Temporal evolution of the particle velocity compared to its initial position.
The symbols represent the data of erosion tests with the WS-PO as driving fluid
whereas the dashed curves represent the rheometric creep results (C for the
carbopol gel and L for the laponite–carbopol gel).
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well distinguished from the others as it is the only case that solid–
liquid transition in the focused zone occurs.

4.3. Correlation between the shear stress measured with erosion and
rheometric tests

One important question about bed shear stress that still
remains concerns the interest of rheometric tests which give
access to the yield stress. Is this latter parameter reliable in order
to estimate critical bed shear stress associated to erosion? We
can first claim from experiments that the critical shear stress for
erosion is much smaller than rheometric yield stress value when
exchanges at the bed interface exist. This is mainly due to pertur-
bation of top bed layers which thus exhibit different properties
from the bulk. Perturbation kinetic depends on material properties
and flow conditions. As rheometric tests are not able to use repre-
sentative samples of the top layers, only correlations could be
obtained between critical bed shear stress and yield stress value
of the bulk. In natural conditions, the situation is more complex
as concentration of bed materials is not homogeneous due to con-
solidation phenomena. This interpretation is globally consistent
with the findings presented in [10] and [18] for other cohesive
materials knowing that the criteria used to determine both stresses
have an effect on the correlations. It has been also reported that the
critical stress for erosion can be a few orders of magnitude smaller
than the macroscopic strength of the soil [43].

The erosion tests with the WS-PO solution allow us to deal with
homogeneous bed materials which is well suited for a direct com-
parison with rheometric tests. Since various existing methods for
determining the yield stress [23] and the critical stress for erosion
[43] generally give very different results, micro-scale observations
are mandatory to obtain a more accurate evaluation. As such, rheo-
metric creep tests coupled with local particle tracking within the
gap were conducted to characterize material flow/deformation.
Two rough plates with 14 mm radius and 1 mm apparent gap were
used (Fig. 13). The unique observation point is located at
r = 8.60 mm and z = 0.62 mm. Since we focus on a zone with max-
imal bed shear stress for the erosion tests, the rheometric data in
[38] should be transformed to obtain those at the edge of the rotat-
ing plate where the shear velocity is the greatest. This is done by
considering that the velocity evolves linearly with z and r axes
(no shear bands), which is correct when the sample undergoes
homogeneous deformation or laminar flow. The results of both
types of test are presented under the form of the temporal evolu-
tions of the particle velocity calculated from its initial position
(Dv = Dr/Dt) (Fig. 14).

Each velocity profile of erosion test exhibits a maximum at
about 10 s previously noted as tc. But it is more important to
understand material responses during the apparent steady-state
turbulent regime (t > 20 s). All the evolutions, except that of the
test with the PS laponite–carbopol bed, are globally similar as
the particle velocity decreases monotonously with time. This
underlines the elastic shear strain of bed material (steady state
creep phase) which is coherent in regard to the rheometric results
as those three curves are mostly below the ones of the tests with
applied stresses close to the yield stress (16 Pa for the carbopol
gel and 14 Pa for the mixed gel). This also allows us to estimate
that the bed shear stress for the PS carbopol bed is about 12 Pa,
which is greater than the one for the TS carbopol bed but close
to the one for the TS laponite–carbopol bed. Concerning the PS lap-
onite–carbopol bed, the velocity seems to fluctuate around a con-
stant value. The minimum of the curve at t � 30 s corresponds to
the point that the material starts to flow (i.e., failure occurs). Thus,
the corresponding time should be defined as the solid–liquid tran-
sition time, which basically decreases with the level of shear stress.
Rheometric measurements show that such characteristic time
increases exponentially with the inverse of applied stress [30,38].
The slowdown of flow velocity in the last part of the curve is due
to time-varying shear localization and ongoing processes of the
sample. Since the velocity profile stays between those obtained
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at 16 Pa and 18 Pa for the same material, we can suppose that the
bed shear stress is around this range which exceeds the yield stress
value. Hence, it seems that there is an agreement between the ero-
sion and rheometric experiments in term of the material strength,
i.e., the critical stress for erosion and the rheometric yield stress are
about equivalent. Moreover, the estimated local bed shear stress
values of the four tests are different although the same flow condi-
tions are applied (e.g., same ring rotating speed). This explains that
the use of macroscopic flow conditions alone may not be sufficient
to accurately estimate local bed shear stress which is interdepen-
dent with bed characteristics.
5. Discussion

The experiments with the miscibility and immiscibility condi-
tions lead to reach the same remarks on the effects of bed charac-
teristics on the erosion behavior. Firstly, the sample put in the
confined circular section (PS bed) is more critical to destabilization
(deformation or flow) than the one filled in the whole section of
the flume (TS bed). The comparison between results obtained with
both bed sections makes sense because all the samples are repro-
ducible and the sediment behavior is explored locally, which can
reduce the measurement errors underlined in [7,9]. Secondly,
structural organization of bed material has a very significant effect
as solid–liquid transition dynamics take place more rapidly for the
laponite–carbopol gel than for the carbopol gel irrespective of the
bed section (Figs. 7 and 12). Indeed, the former exhibits a more
brittle-like behavior as its elastic modulus, viscous modulus and
yield stress values are all more or less smaller than those of the lat-
ter. The mixed gel also has a much stronger thixotropic feature and
higher water content. Although our materials cannot fully match
real complex cohesive sediments, the results confirm that several
parameters must be taken into account to accurately predict the
erosion which is difficult and that the key parameter controlling
the erosion is cohesive bed properties which thus should be char-
acterized as much as possible. Moreover, local measurements
allow us to better describe and quantify erosion processes of cohe-
sive bed.

The experiments with the presence of cohesive bed–flume
fluid exchanges are similar to natural conditions. Such phenom-
ena tend to reduce the initial strength of bed material which is
undoubtedly favorable for erosion to occur. The erosion process
can take place more and more quickly with time even for an
imposed constant hydrodynamic flow (Fig. 7). A conclusion is
that the value of the critical stress for erosion depends on the
observation time. Indeed, the protocol of mechanical solicitation
(e.g., constant stress and stress sweep tests) controls the evolu-
tion of the erosion rate [7,9]. At the local scale, the very first
dynamics of both bed materials are similar since the tracer parti-
cles move relatively in the direction of the current, following the
start-up of ring rotation. After that short time, particle dynamics
are principally related to structural organization of cohesive bed
regardless of its section. Concerning the carbopol gel, the erosion
process is stripping-like as particles are individually and continu-
ously detached from the bed then transported by the turbulent
flow. As for the laponite–carbopol gel, having more complex
structures due to a mixture of clay and polymeric elements,
motions of all the particles are very disordered at the visualiza-
tion scale. In addition, three particular erosion modes, including
stripping, aggregate fragmentation and mass erosion, are encoun-
tered (Figs. 5 and 7). The first two types can appear simulta-
neously at different locations but the second one is much more
remarkable. The aggregate formation should be mainly related
to laponite clay structure as its concentration (0.45 wt.%) in the
mixed system is nearly 4 times higher than the one of carbopol
(0.12 wt.%). Material structure also depends upon the preparation
protocol (e.g., order of the addition of material components) as
shown in [42] for other types of clay. Mass erosion, which is well
defined in literature [11,17], appears when the bed becomes suf-
ficiently thin (ef � 1.1 mm for the TS bed and 0.6 mm for the PS
bed). The origin of this dramatic process can be ascribed to two
key factors. Firstly, the density and the yield stress of the mixed
gel, which are slightly smaller than those of the carbopol gel, are
reduced more greatly with time due to physicochemical interac-
tion with the flowing driving fluid. Secondly, the mixed gel pre-
sents strong solid–liquid transition dynamics above the yield
stress and a very pronounced thixotropic character leading to a
decrease in viscosity under shear (Fig. 1). It should be reminded
that the yield stress and the thixotropy of a fluid originate from
the same basic physics [24]. In summary, the nature of material
itself (compositions and interaction between them) is the main
source of various physical breakdown mechanisms. Perhaps, the
aspect of bed material-flume fluid exchanges can be analyzed
further by considering samples permeability.

When bed material is immiscible with flume fluid, its initial
mechanical strength remains unchanged. The cohesive bed thus
can hold up high shear stress against erosion. The flow velocity
and viscosity of driving fluid play a similar role in increasing
the stress level since the bed undergoes bigger strain (i.e., the tra-
cer particle moves over a larger distance) when the flow is more
turbulent or the flume fluid is more viscous (Fig. 8). The presence
of eroded materials could also modify the original viscosity as
well as the flow regime in the flume. The effects should be sim-
ilar or even more dramatic in the case of miscibility. Thus, the
shear stress should be measured instantaneously and locally as
long as remarkable sediment processes occur. For the same
imposed hydrodynamic conditions, the geometry and properties
of cohesive bed also have repercussions on local bed shear stress,
thus local erosion behavior (Figs. 9 and 12). When the bed shear
stress is below a critical value, the material is elastically
deformed (i.e., the particle moves slowly in a similar direction
as the flow) and can eventually age (i.e., the particle moves very
slowly in a direction transverse to the flow) after a certain time.
Otherwise, the material flows as failure occurs (i.e., the particle
moves quickly in a similar direction as the flow). According to
global observations for PS beds (Fig. 10), erosion mechanisms
respect a specific scenario: lump of material at the most down-
stream part of the circular section climbs the solid plate then
stretches out before breaking down and being transported as
bed load. Furthermore, the material only flows in some regions
but remains solid elsewhere. This is consistent with shear locali-
zation feature as the bed shear stress is higher than the material
strength in some areas but lower elsewhere. These results sug-
gest that the circular form of the bed naturally modifies hydrody-
namic flow structures near the bottom which can be critical for
erosion.
6. Conclusions

The present study, using a new approach by combining flume
measurements with a particle tracking technique, has allowed us
to describe different processes of transparent cohesive bed from
elastic deformation to failure. Investigations at the microscopic
scale for erosion flume tests are the originality of this work.

The miscibility between the sample and the flume fluid plays a
significant role as bed exchanges could exist or not. In case of
exchanges at the bed interface, it leads to the weakening of bed
mechanical properties, which satisfies the erosion. Conversely, in
the case of immiscibility, the cohesive bed remains homogeneous
and is much more resistant to erosion as the critical stress is
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important and comparable with the rheometric yield stress. Shear
localization (inhomogeneous strain) is also observed as bed failure
only occurs in some areas where the bed shear stress is the highest
and exceeds the material strength. In the zones with low shear
stress, the material is only deformed elastically, i.e., the bonds
between the particles are not broken. Tracer particle dynamics
within the bed are similar during an early stage, but the failure sce-
narios are totally different between the tests with the miscibility
and immiscibility cases. We can define, in a more objective way,
the erosion of a cohesive bed as the transition from a viscoelastic
solid to a liquid or flowing state. In addition, the erosion depends
on the internal structures of the sample associated with its
mechanical behavior (e.g., strength and thixotropy) as various
dynamics are observed for both studied systems. The measure-
ment section also has an impact, even for the same sample and glo-
bal experimental conditions, as it is able to modify the local bed
shear stress. The processes in a cohesive bed as well as the erosion
rate can change with time. Therefore, the observation time for
mechanical solicitation can be a critical parameter, which is rarely
seen mentioned in the literature for the estimation of the erosion
threshold.

More importantly, we can assume that the local bed shear stress
can vary with time and results from the coupling between the driv-
ing fluid and cohesive bed conditions. In any case, data at the local
scale are necessary for accurately estimating the critical stress for
erosion as well as exploring the cohesive bed failure.

Most erosion flumes were designed to measure directly the con-
centration of suspended materials for different shear stress values
according to a desired protocol. However, our instrument is more
specific because it allows us to observe the very earlier processes
of the sediment at the local scale. Indeed, this study does not only
confirm some existing findings in the literature in a more detailed
manner with small scale investigation, but also reveals something
new like the presence of shear localization within the bed. This
work also brings to the attention the uncertainty of classical criti-
cal stress estimation using macroscopic data (i.e., concentration of
suspended materials), which can be very important.

Certainly, it is very interesting, although difficult, to improve
our current experimental system so that the local shear stress
can be measured precisely and instantaneously. This may enable
us a possibility to provide a new erosion equation, especially for
the small scale. After that, similar work focusing on ‘‘non transpar-
ent’’ natural cohesive sediments can be an interesting subject of
future research, but a more specific measurement system must
be set up.
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